Monday September 11—Science Starter

Agenda:
- Tool card sort

Bell Work:
- What is the intended benefit of a remote control? Unintended consequence?

Science TOC:
- Tool Card Sort pg. 16 & 17
Tuesday September 12 — Science Starter

Agenda:
- Review Game

Bell Work:
- Tear it Up Tuesday

Science TOC:
Technology SG pg. 18

Chill out bro, I got this
Nobody knows horsepower like I do
SPI INQ.1

In a biotic response experiment, two plants with the same mass are placed in identical pots. Both plants are given the same amount of water, soil, and sunlight. After one week, the test plant is given one tablespoon of liquid fertilizer. Two weeks later, the data shows the test plant has the greater mass. What is the independent variable in this biotic response experiment?

A. amount of sunlight  C. liquid fertilizer
B. soil temperature    D. size of the pot
Wednesday September 13 – Science Starter

Agenda:
- Technology CFA

Bell Work:
- Study for Test

Science TOC:
None

---

“Class, who can tell me what I have preserved in this jar? No, it’s not a pig or a baby cow...it’s the last student who got caught cheating on one of my tests!”

---

BIOLOGY QUIZ TODAY!
Thursday September 14 - Science Starter

Agenda:
- Energy Title Page

Bell Work:
- What do you think of when you hear Energy?

Science TOC:
None
Friday September 15 - Science Starter

Agenda:
- CFA Corrections

Bell Work:
- What are the steps of the engineering design process (EDP)?

Science TOC:
None